NATURE RESERVE

Bokhultet

Bokhultet is perhaps at its very best in spring
when the sunshine filters down through the pale
green beech foliage. But the reserve is worth
a visit at all times of the year. The many paths
remaining from when this was a military training
ground make it easy to get around the reserve.

Large oaks are scattered in
the forest. The larvae of the
rare noble chafer live in the
cavities.

Bokhultet’s forests
The nature reserve has large contiguous beech forests.
Parts of the forest have basically been left untouched for
a long time. As a result, there are many old trees, some
of which are almost 400 years old. Since the forest is left
to its own devices, the trees eventually die from old age.
When you walk through the forest, you will come across
both snags and fallen dead wood. Characteristic for the
forest is also the many large oaks, which started life when
the landscape was more open than it is today.
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Valuable for many
The forests in the reserve have a rich flora and fauna. Rare
lichens such as lung lichen and dotted lichen grow on
the bark of old trees. Tawny owl is one of the species that
nest in the hollows of trees. The cavities are also home to
a number of rare insects dependent on wood mould, the
sawdust-like material from borings, dead insects, old bird
nests and other debris that collects in the holes. Birds such
as long-tailed tit and lesser spotted woodpecker thrive in
the swamp forests.
There are plenty of snags and fallen dead wood in the reserve. This benefits
rare fungi and insects, dependent on decaying wood.

Swamp forest on reclaimed land
Along the shores of Lake Södra Bergundasjön, forest
grows on seasonally flooded land – that was once part of
the lake bottom. In the early 19th century, the lake had
been lowered by more than one metre to create more ara
ble land. Since cultivation ceased, birch, sallow, alder and
willow have encroached, creating a dense, lush swamp
forest.

Norra Bergundasjön and Södra Bergundasjön
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The shallow lakes Norra Bergundasjön and Södra
Bergundasjön have an average depth of around 3 metres.
Pike, pike-perch and roach are examples of fish that occur
in the lakes. In spring and autumn, large numbers of
ducks, grebes and gulls rest in the shallow inlets, and in
summer, osprey, common tern and great crested grebe are
among the many birds nesting in and around the lakes.
During the still summer nights, bats hunt for insects over
the water.
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Wooded and open pastures are found at Bäckaslöv.
Species such as oxeye daisy, sticky catchfly and common
milkwort grow here. They are all examples of herbs that
thrive on ground kept open by grazing or hay-making.
If traditional management ceases, the plants eventually
disappear. The flowery landscape attracts a variety of
insects, such as bees and butterflies. New Forest burnet,
large scabious mining-bee. and the purple-edged copper
butterfly are among the rare inhabitants in the reserve.
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Ancient remains
People have lived and worked in Bokhultet for a long
time. The oldest ancient monument in the reserve is an
around 4 000 year old grave, a stone cist from the Late
Stone Age. In nearly all parts of the forest you find
clearance cairns from the Bronze and Iron ages. The
cairns are low heaps of small stones that have been cleared
from arable land. There are also traces of two Late Iron Age
grave mounds.

Popular
Large scabious mining-bee

Common milkwort

Several unusual beetles have been found in the
reserve. The larvae of the rare noble chafer
thrive in tree cavities. The larvae of the
click beetle Ampedus nigroflavus live
in dead wood reached by the
warming sun. A real rarity is
Mycetophagus decempunctatus,
which lives in bracket-fungi
Ampedus nigroflavus
Natural size: 9–13 mm
growing on old tree trunks.
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Although there are not a lot of edible
varieties, there are many other
species of fungi in Bokhultet. The
shiny white porcelain fungus
grows on dead beech trunks.
Purple jellydisc and the peculiar
black bulgar – round, black
buttons resembling licorice
– grow on large fallen beech
trunks. The rare coral tooth
fungus grows on decaying fallen
deciduous trees with soft wood.

Exciting beetles

Purple-edged copper

Bokhultet was a popular place for outings already in the
19th century. In 1914, Bokhultet was transformed into
a military training ground. All the roads and paths were
created during this era, which lasted until 1992 when the
regiment closed. Today, Bokhultet is a place where you can
ramble, walk your dog, jog, or just sit and look out across
the water from the Borgmästarudden point. The lakes,
forests and open pastures offer exciting nature experiences

all year round. Re
member that you are
not permitted to camp,
or light fires other than
in designated fireplaces.
Full information about
the regulations that
apply is found on the
information boards at
the entrances to the
reserve.
Bokhultet has many fine walking
trails and jogging tracks.

Bokhultet Nature Reserve was established in 1994 and extended
in 2016. It comprises 760 hectares, of which 463 hectares are
land. The purpose is to preserve the natural values in the area
and promote public outdoor recreation. The Swedish EPA is a
co-financier through the allocation of state funds to local nature
conservation projects. The reserve is part of the EU’s ecological
network of protected areas, Natura 2000.
The reserve is owned and managed by Växjö Municipality,
+46-(0)470-41000.
Text, layout and photos: Naturcentrum AB, Stenungsund 2017. Photo front page: Växjö
Municipality. Illustrations: P. Elfman (birds) and T. Johannesson (fish). Map: C. Lindkvist,
Naturcentrum AB. Translation: Maria Morris for Stefanie Busam Golay | Stilren.

1 BÄCKASLÖV FIELD
Old agricultural land with a species-rich flora.

2 ”BEE PARADISE”
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A gravel area left from the military era has been
transformed into an optimal environment for wild
bees. This includes flower meadows, open sand
environments, dry grassland and a pond.
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3 BÄCKASLÖV WETLAND
Once a bog, this area has been transformed into a
wetland with a man made pond and a meandering
brook. Surface water from Växjö is purified here
before it reaches the lake Södra Bergundasjön.
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Information

Kassaviken
VALLEN

Grill area

Vallaviken

Sundet

Parking area

Bird tower
Furutåviken

Toilet
Jetty

Biskopsudden

MTB-spår
Borgmästarudden

Wind shelter and fireplace
Reserve boundary

Stora
Lindö

Växjö circular trail
Lake circular trail 11.5 km
Red trail 3.1 km
Yellow trail 4.6 km

Södra Bergundasjön
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Blue circular walk 3.6 km
Adapted nature trail 700 m
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Other paths
Bird protection 1 April to 31 July
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LONG-TAILED TIT
breeds in the riparian
forests. It is easiest to
spot during the winter
months, when it moves
around in small family
groups.

LESSER SPOTTED
WOODPECKER is
no larger than as house
sparrow. It thrives in riparian
forests with old deciduous
trees and decaying
wood.
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GREAT
SPOTTED WOODPECKER is the most
common woodpecker in
Bokhultet. On the menu are
insects, larvae and other
small creatures, as
well as seeds.

Around 75 species of bird nest in the reserve,
and more than 200 species have been observed.
The rich birdlife can be explained by the varied
environment on land and water.

OSPREY
is often seen
flying over the lakes
Norra Bergundasjön and
Södra Bergundasjön. When
it is hunting for fish it hovers
with rapid wingbeats over the
water. It spends the winters
in eastern or southern
Africa.

GREAT
CRESTED
GREBE nests in Lake
Södra Bergundasjön. The
grebes’ spectacular courtship
ritual starts with head-shaking
and ends with the couple
rising up and meeting
breast to breast.

